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A comprehensive menu of Taj Indian Cuisine Takeaway from West Oxfordshire covering all 9 meals and
drinks can be found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the

contact details provided on the website. What User likes about Taj Indian Cuisine Takeaway:
fantastic meal supplied by eastern kitchen. we ordered online with their app that was easy to use. we get an

estimated time for delivery and order came 10 minutes before. the food was warm and everything tasted
beautiful. we ordered a combination of Indian and Thai dishes. they have followed on social media and praised
them for their generousness with free food that they have delivered to NHS staff, old vulnerable pe... read more.

What User doesn't like about Taj Indian Cuisine Takeaway:
Thought we'd try somewhere new after 12 months in Scotland and what a joke. Told 1 he delivery as busy, fair

enough, 1hr 30mins later I phone up to be told it's on the counter waiting for a driver. 2hr 10min after ordering the
delivery the driver turns up and hands me the wrong bag, so I sort that then sit down to some cold, bland food.

Cheers guys. Not even 4th out of 4 takeaways in town. read more. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets
a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Taj Indian Cuisine Takeaway from West Oxfordshire,

with its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous world of fusion
cuisine, Meals are also prepared here, deliciously and freshly with original Indian spices. The menus are

prepared according to authentic Asian style.
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Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Indischer Rei�
MUSHROOM RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

MUSHROOM

India�
CHICKEN DARTS

NAAN

BUTTER CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

GARLIC

BUTTER

RICE
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